TCP DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TCP 108 FROM THE RMS "TRAFFIC CONTROL AT WORKSITES" MANUAL VERSION 5.0
SIGN SPACING BASED ON REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 4.2 OF AS1742.3-2009 FOR 45km/h OR LESS

ALL SIGNAGE MUST BE INSTALLED BY RMS CERTIFIED TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS ONLY

Flagman to notify approaching drivers of Stream Street closure. Residents accessing driveways that are remaining open will be able to pass. All other traffic will make a U-Turn and told to travel south on Riley Street.

Driveway to 4-16 Yurong St to remain open

INSTALL T2-4 sign on barrier board

Driveways to 67-89 Riley St to remain open

Driveways to be closed with residents and tenants notified accordingly

Driveway to 109 Riley St to remain open with flagman moving barrier board when required

INSTALL T2-4 sign on barrier board

Note: Detour signage not warranted as traffic mostly consists of residents accessing driveways along Stream Street
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